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S U M M A R Y

The resistivity structure of the Rotokawa geothermal system in New Zealand’s Taupo Volcanic

Zone has been determined by 3-D modelling of data from a closely spaced (64 measurement

sites) magnetotelluric (MT) survey. 3-D conductivity models were constructed using trial and

error forward modelling of the phase-tensor data and 3-D inverse modelling of the impedance

tensor data. Both the forward and the inverse resistivity models show good consistency. The

most interesting feature of these models is a resistive (∼100 �m) zone within the otherwise

conductive material of the geothermal system. This zone coincides with the high temperature

(300–335 ◦C) core of the geothermal system in which seismicity induced by fluid injection

occurs and may mark the zone of fracture permeability that is feeding high temperature fluid

into the geothermal system from deeper levels.
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I N T RO D U C T I O N

The Taupo Volcanic Zone (TVZ, Fig. 1) contains all but one of New

Zealand’s high temperature (>200 ◦C) geothermal systems. These

systems have been extensively investigated since the 1960’s using

a variety of different geophysical exploration methods (Risk 1983).

The most effective exploration methods applied by far was direct

current (DC) apparent resistivity mapping (Bibby 1988). These data,

which provide a map (Fig. 1) of the resistivity distribution of the TVZ

down to depths of ∼500 m (Bibby et al. 1995), played a vital role in

delineating geothermal systems and in stimulating the development

of New Zealand’s geothermal electric power industry.

The effectiveness of the DC resistivity mapping for geothermal

exploration in the TVZ arises from the large resistivity contrast

between hot, hydrothermally altered material within the geother-

mal fields and the unaltered, young rhyolitic-volcanics that surround

them. Each of the low resistivity (red) areas shown in Fig. 1 marks

the near-surface expression of a large convective plume of hot water

that rises to the surface from near the brittle ductile transition, ∼7–

8 km below the surface. The total convective heat output discharged

from the TVZ’s geothermal field is 4200 MW (Bibby et al. 1995).

In the early stages of development, economically useful produc-

tion of hot water from the TVZ’s geothermal fields was obtained

from production wells less than 1500-m deep, in many cases less than

1000 m. However, production from such shallow depths produces

detrimental environmental effects by changing the near-surface hy-

drology of the geothermal systems. These effects can be mitigated

to some degree by obtaining higher temperature geothermal fluid

from deeper levels. This reduces the amount of fluid needed for

power production and helps separate the impact of production from

the near-surface hydrology.

Knowledge about the TVZ’s geothermal reservoirs, i.e. the deep

(>1500 m deep) high-temperature parts of the geothermal systems,

comes mainly from drill holes, as geophysical exploration tech-

niques have not been able to clearly resolve structures below this

level (i.e. below ∼1500 m). For example, seismic reflection surveys

that are highly successful in a sedimentary environment have been

singularly unsuccessful in the TVZ because of severe attenuation

and reverberation in the surface layer of recent volcanics (Bannister

& Melhuish 1997).

Here we report the results of a detailed MT survey of the Ro-

tokawa geothermal system, conducted in an attempt to explore its

deeper structure. Currently Rotokawa produces 33 MW of electric

power using fluid from four production wells, although the power ca-

pacity of the field is much greater. Several deep wells (>2 km) have

been drilled within the geothermal field, encountering temperatures

exceeding 330 ◦C, which are among the highest in situ temperatures

measured in the TVZ (e.g. Hunt & Harms 1990).

Previous investigations of the deep resistivity structure at Ro-

tokawa (Risk 2000) used long-offset bipole–dipole tensor resistivity

techniques (Bibby 1986; Bibby & Hohmann 1993). In principle, the

detection depth of a DC bipole–dipole measurement is determined

by the source–receiver offset. In practice, the detection depth is lim-

ited by the size of the grounded-bipole source-moment and electrical

noise at the receiver. Data obtained using this DC technique pro-

vided the confirmation needed that the shallow low-resistivity areas

mapped in the Schlumberger surveys were not just superficial fea-

tures. A further important result of the bipole–dipole surveys was the

recognition that the deeper parts of the geothermal system are more

resistive at depth than their upper parts, although the geothermal

system as a whole is still more conductive than the surrounding

material (e.g. Bibby & Risk 1973).
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Three-dimensional modelling of MT data from Rotokawa geothermal system, New Zealand 741

Figure 1. (a) DC apparent resistivity map from Bibby et al. (1995). Dashed lines show the approximate outline of the TVZ in the area containing (mainly

rhyolitic) volcanism <2-Ma old. Conductive areas shown in red (<30 �m) mark the geothermal systems. (b) Schlumberger apparent resistivity map made with

an electrode spacing of (AB/2) 500 m of the Rotokawa area. Background symbols show DC apparent resistivity measurement sites (Bibby 1988).

Detailed interpretation of DC bipole data is difficult because the

resistivity structure must be inferred from the spatial changes in

the observed electric field and lack the third dimension provided

by (time-domain) transient electromagnetic or (frequency domain)

magnetotelluric (MT) surveys. Pellerin et al. (1996) conducted an

evaluation of EM methods for geothermal exploration using 3-D nu-

merical models based on a geological model of conductivity struc-

ture. In this evaluation, the increase in resistivity in the higher tem-

perature parts of the geothermal system included in their models is

attributed to a change in the type of hydrothermal alteration products

from highly conductive to less-conductive clay minerals discussed

in more detail later.

Pellerin et al. (1996) examined the ability of different EM meth-

ods to reliably detect the deep geothermal reservoir beneath a thick

highly conductive ‘clay-cap’ at the top of the geothermal reservoir.

They concluded that long-offset transient electric field and MT mea-

surements offered the best approach to this problem. In this paper,

we will present the results of 3-D forward and inverse modelling of

a detailed MT survey of the geothermal system using visualization

techniques based on the MT phase tensor (Caldwell et al. 2004) to

illustrate and compare the modelling results.

G E O L O G I C A L S E T T I N G

The TVZ is an active continental rift system characterized by vo-

luminous rhyolitic volcanism less than 1.6-Ma old (Wilson et al.

1995). The uppermost 1–3 km of the TVZ are composed mainly of

a mixture of rhyolitic lavas, ignimbrites (both welded and unwelded)

and volcaniclastic sediments. Along the SE margin of the TVZ the

basement rocks (Mesozoic greywacke meta-sediments) dip ∼20◦

to the NW beneath the rhyolitic volcanics (Bibby et al. 1998). The

Rotokawa geothermal field is located adjacent to the SE margin of

the TVZ where the basement rocks have been down-faulted along

major normal faults that strike SW–NE. At Rotokawa, andesites

were encountered in drill holes at depths of between 1 and 2 km,

directly overlying the basement greywacke (Arehart et al. 2002).

R E S I S T I V I T Y S T RU C T U R E

Near the surface, the (recent) volcanic material is resistive

(≥300 �m). However, at deeper levels, the rhyolitic volcanics be-

come conductive (10–30 �m) due to a diagenetic aging process in

which small amounts of conductive clays and zeolites form within

the volcanics (Stanley et al. 1990; Bibby et al. 2005b). Thus, out-

side the geothermal systems, the conductivity depth structure of the

TVZ is characterized by a layer of young, resistive volcanics over-

lying a layer of much more conductive older volcanics. Basement

greywacke, which lies beneath a thin veneer of ignimbrite in the

southeast is resistive ∼1500 �m (Bibby et al. 1998). Within the

TVZ, Heise et al. (2007) showed that the basement greywacke is

similarly resistive except in a 10-km-wide strip along the south-

east margin of the TVZ where the resistivity of the greywacke is

significantly less (∼200 �m).

The near-surface low resistivities seen in the Schlumberger re-

sistivity data (Fig. 1) inside the geothermal fields are caused by the

combination of hydrothermal alteration of the young volcanics and

higher temperature and saline (or acidic) fluid. At depths greater

than ∼500 m, the resistivity values increase due to decreasing pore

space and a change in the type of hydrothermal alteration products

(clays), produced by the interaction of geothermal fluids with the

volcanic rocks. At higher temperatures, the alteration products are

less-conductive illitic and chloritic clays rather than smectite, which

is unstable at high temperatures (Björnsson et al. 1986; Ussher et al.

2000). Thus the higher temperature parts of the geothermal system

are marked by somewhat higher resistivities beneath a cap of highly

conductive clays produced by hydrothermal alteration at shallow lev-

els within the geothermal system. In contrast, outside the geothermal

systems, resistivity decreases with increasing depth.
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742 W. Heise et al.

Figure 2. (a–c) Phase-tensor ellipses and real induction arrows (eq. 2) between 0.01 s and 1 s. The ellipses are normalized with �max and the colours

show �2 =
√

�min�max. The high values of �2 outside the geothermal system indicate decreasing resistivity with depth caused by more conductive older

volcaniclastics beneath a surface layer of young resistive volcanics. Note the low phase values in the centre of the geothermal system for 0.1 and 1 s, indicating

increasing resistivity with depth. Induction arrows, which point in the direction of increasing conductance, show the strong conductivity contrast at shallow

depths. (d–f) Calculated phase response from the 3-D forward model, main features of the data, are reproduced at all periods. (g–i) Tensor misfit ellipses

(∆) calculated for the observed and calculated phase tensors. The colour used to fill the ellipses shows the mean of the maximum and minimum misfit:

(|�max|+|�min|)/2. Small and light coloured ellipses indicate that the misfit is small.

M A G N E T O T E L L U R I C DATA

The locations of the 64 broadband (0.3 ms–2000 s) MT soundings

used for the forward modelling are shown in Fig. 2. Data process-

ing was carried out using robust, remote-reference signal processing

techniques (Larsen et al. 1996). In the central part of the geothermal

field, i.e. in the area characterized by the low Schlumberger apparent

resistivities (Fig. 1), the spacing between measurement sites is be-

tween 200 and 500 m. The ‘aperture’ of the MT survey at Rotokawa

is about 10-km wide, which in principle allows determination of the

(3-D) resistivity structure down to depths of ∼5 km.

MT data are represented mathematically in the frequency domain

by a complex ‘impedance tensor’ or ‘transfer function’ Z, defined

by the linear relation

E = ZH (1)

between the horizontal electric (E) and magnetic (H) field vectors.

Essentially Z, which contains the information about the resistiv-

ity structure, normalizes the electric field vector for the strength

of the magnetic field fluctuation that induces the electric cur-

rent in the earth. A similar complex transfer function between

horizontal and vertical (Hz) magnetic field components is used

to represent the vertical magnetic field information, where the

equation

Hz = −KH (2)
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defines the induction vector K. (The sign of K has been chosen

so that the induction vector points in the direction of increasing

conductance following Parkinson (1962)

In a 1-D or 2-D situation, MT data are usually presented as the

magnitude (apparent resistivity)

ρkl = μoω|Zkl |2 (3)

(where ω is the angular frequency) and phase

φkl = arg(Zkl ) (4)

of the antidiagonal components of the impedance tensor in a coor-

dinate system aligned with the strike of the resistivity structure. For

3-D conductivity structures the information contained in the diago-

nal elements of the impedance tensor has to be taken into account,

making visualization of the MT data much more difficult. In par-

ticular, there is no single preferred or natural coordinate system in

which to represent the data. The situation is further complicated by

the effect of small-scale (i.e. less than the measurement spacing)

resistivity structure near the surface that distorts the magnitude of

the MT data (e.g. Jiracek 1990). However, by using only the phase

information this latter problem can be avoided.

We use the phase tensor (Caldwell et al. 2004) and its coordinate

invariants to visualize the observed and calculated data. The phase

tensor (which is real) is defined by the relation

Φ = X
−1

Y, (5)

between X and Y , which are the real and imaginary parts of the

impedance tensor, respectively. Graphically, the phase-tensor can

be represented as an ellipse with the principal axes (�max and �min,

respectively) showing the major and minor axes of the tensor. It is

easy to show the phase tensor is independent of galvanic distortion

(Caldwell et al. 2004), i.e. the frequency independent part of the

observed electric field produced by localized small-scale resistivity

heterogeneities. Representation of the MT data as phase-tensor maps

provides a distortion-free method of visualizing the conductivity

gradients of the subsurface and allows identification of the major

features of the conductivity structure prior to modelling.

M T R E S U LT S

Figs. 2(a–c) show maps of phase-tensor ellipses and real induction

vectors at three selected periods. Data points with very large errors

have been omitted from the maps. In all, usable MT data were re-

covered from 64 sites although at a few sites the amount of useable

data was limited to short and long periods, where the MT signal

strength is greatest.

The colour used to fill the ellipses in Figs 2(a–f) shows the geo-

metric mean of the maximum and minimum phase

�2 =
√

�max�min, (6)

which is coordinate invariant. Geometrically, this parameter is the

radius of a circle that has the same area as the ellipse and provides

a measure of the phase averaged over polarization direction.

At short periods (0.01 s, Fig. 2a), the phase-tensor ellipses are

nearly circular except for sites close to the boundary separating the

low resistivities inside the geothermal field from the surrounding

area. Apart from the boundary region, this suggests that the near-

surface resistivity structure is approximately 1-D. High �2 values

(>50◦) inside the geothermal system indicate that the conductivity

near the surface increases rapidly with depth.

Inside the geothermal system (Figs. 2b and c), �2 is <45◦ at both

0.1 and 1 s indicating increasing resistivity with depth. In contrast

outside the geothermal system, phases are high at 0.1 s (Fig. 2b),

showing that beneath the surface layer of high-resistivity volcanics

resistivities decrease with depth, but increase again at depth as is

shown by the low phase at longer periods (Fig. 2c). The phase-tensor

maps show that the orientations of the principal axes of the ellipses

vary spatially, indicating that the structure is strongly 3-D.

3 - D F O RWA R D M O D E L L I N G

The near-surface resistivity structure of the geothermal system is

known from the DC resistivity mapping (Fig. 1). Long-offset tensor

resistivity studies (Bibby et al. 1998; Risk 2000) and regional MT

studies (Ogawa et al. 1999; Heise et al. 2007) show a SW–NE

striking regional conductivity structure, reflecting the down faulting

of the greywacke basement along the southeastern rift margin. This

information, along with knowledge of the local geology provided

by drill holes, and the behaviour of the resistivity as a function of

depth outside the geothermal system enabled the construction of an

initial ‘geologically based’ 3-D resistivity model. The initial model

was subsequently refined by trial and error fitting of the phase-

tensor ellipses using the 3-D finite difference algorithm described

by Mackie et al. (1994) and Mackie & Booker (1999).

In the central 10-km2 region of Fig. 2, where the data density is

greatest, the finite difference grid spacing in the horizontal direction

is 250 m. The spacing increases outwards from the central region. In

the vertical direction, the depth of the grid nodes increases approx-

imately exponentially between 0.1 and 10 km, coarsening at deeper

levels. The mesh spacing in the uppermost 100 m (4 nodes) of the

model was chosen to represent the near-surface resistivity structure

as determined by central loop transient EM resistivity (TEM) sound-

ings made at each site. The TEM soundings utilize much higher

frequencies than the MT data and can resolve the uppermost few

hundred metres of resistivity structure, which the MT data cannot.

In all, the finite difference grid used 74 × 68 × 31 nodes in the x, y

and z directions, respectively.

The difficulty with forward modelling with a large numbers of

sites is to find an efficient way of comparing the observed and model

responses. The approach followed here was to fit maps of phase-

tensor ellipses at different periods with corresponding maps of the

calculated phase tensors. This approach ensures that the 3-D nature

of the data set is honoured, and it also avoids distortion produced by

near-surface heterogeneities (geological noise). However, the phase

response only contains information on changes or gradients in the re-

sistivity and does not allow the length scale of the resistivity structure

to be determined. At Rotokawa, the resistivity information needed

to determine the length scale for the forward models is provided by

the Schlumberger DC resistivity data and the TEM soundings.

The observed and model phase-tensor maps and induction vectors

are shown in Fig. 2. As can be seen in this figure, the main features

of the observed phase response are reproduced by the model. Note

the high phase at short periods (T = 0.01 s) in the centre of the

geothermal system, which decreases at longer periods.

The degree of agreement can be assessed more clearly (Fig. 2)

using a ‘misfit tensor’ (Heise et al. 2007) to visualize the fit between

the modelled and observed phases, where the misfit tensor ∆ is

defined here as

∆ = I −
(

Φ
−1
obsΦmod + Φ

mod
Φ

−1

obs

)

/2 (7)

and I is the identity matrix. The size and colour of the ellipse in-

dicates the magnitude of the misfit; the colour showing the (arith-

metic) mean of the maximum and minimum misfit. Where the misfit

is large, the orientation of the ellipse indicates the direction in which
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Figure 3. (a–c) Phase-tensor ellipses between 0.01 s and 1 s for the sites used in the inversion. The ellipses are normalized with �max and the colours show

�2 =
√

�min�max. (d–f) Calculated phase response from the 3-D inverse model, main features of the data, are reproduced at all periods. (g–i) Tensor misfit

∆ ellipses calculated for the observed and calculated phase tensors of the inversion. The colour used to fill the ellipses shows the mean of the maximum and

minimum misfit: (|�max|+|�min|)/2.

the difference between the observed and model phases is greatest.

At short periods (0.01 and 0.1 s), the misfit tensors are small and

orientations are random suggesting that the model has captured the

main features of the data. However, at 1 s the ellipses in the south-

eastern half of the survey area take on a NW–SE alignment approx-

imately perpendicular to the SE margin of the TVZ suggesting that

the conductance of the material overlying the basement has been

underestimated in the model.

The induction vectors shown in Fig. 2 provide an independent

check of the fit. In general, the direction and amplitude of the cal-

culated induction vectors match those of the observed data.

3 - D I N V E R S E M O D E L L I N G

3-D inverse modelling was carried out using the code WSINV3DMT

described by Siripunvaraporn et al. (2005). At present, this code

inverts only the impedance tensor data and does not include the in-

duction vector data. Data at 58 sites (Fig. 3) were used for the 3-D

inversion, omitting the six noisiest soundings (sites badly affected

by electric fences where data at only a few periods were available)

and obvious outliers in the remaining soundings. These data were

then interpolated at 2 points per decade in a 0.01–30 s period range

(i.e. 8 period values). Rather than interpolate error estimates for the

observed data, a constant 5 per cent error was assumed for the in-

terpolated impedances. In contrast to the forward modelling, where

we attempt to fit only the phase-tensor ellipses (the resistivity scale

being provided by the DC apparent resistivity and TEM sounding

data), the inversion model fits all of the components of the impedance

tensor, i.e. it fits both the apparent resistivity (magnitude) and phase

response simultaneously.

Since the impedance tensor may be galvanically distorted and

therefore spatially aliased by small-scale near-surface structure

(which cannot be modelled with the discretization grid used), distor-

tion should be removed from the impedance data before inversion.

C© 2008 The Authors, GJI, 173, 740–750
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For soundings where the phase-tensor analysis identifies a 1-D sec-

tion at short periods, galvanic distortion can be removed using the

method of Bibby et al. (2005a). This method retrieves the shape

of apparent resistivity sounding curves but not the resistivity scale,

which cannot be determined from the MT data. After distortion re-

moval using this method the resistivity scale was set by comparison

with TEM soundings made at each MT measurement location and

cross-checked with the Schlumberger apparent resistivity data.

In cases where the phase-tensor analysis at short periods indicated

that the near-surface structure was not 1-D (i.e. the 15 sites where

the phase-tensor ellipses in Fig. 3a are not circular) an approximate

resistivity was determined by shifting the (off-diagonal component)

apparent resistivity soundings curves. The magnitude of the shift re-

quired was determined by matching pseudo MT apparent resistivity

sounding curves calculated from 1-D layer model inversions of the

TEM soundings. Shifts of less than half a decade were required.

The finite difference mesh was designed so that the discretization

in the central part of the model was regular, with a cell width of

400 m, the maximum cell width possible for this distribution of

measurement sites. The mesh consisted of a total of 54 cells in both

the x- and y-directions and 24 cells in z-direction. Site positions were

adjusted slightly so that sites are located at the centre of a cell, as

required by the version of WSINV3DMT used. Default values (τ =
5 and δ = 0.1) were used for the two parameters that determine the

decorrelation scale that controls the model roughness (Siripunvara-

porn et al. 2005). Starting from a 100 �m uniform half-space, the

inversion reached a normalized rms of 5.77 after six iterations and

196 hr of computation time on a Dual-Core AMD Opteron (2.2 GHz)

workstation. The memory required for this model was ∼2.5 GB.

Fig. 3 shows the phase-tensor ellipses for the impedance tensor

data used in the inversion, the phase response from the final inversion

model and the misfit tensors. Compared with the forward model

results, phases at 0.01 s in the centre of the geothermal system

are significantly lower in the inverse model. This difference is a

consequence of a thin (15 m) resistive (200 �m) layer at the surface

that was included in the forward model to match the high phases

observed at the shortest periods but which cannot be accurately

represented with the slightly coarser near-surface discretization used

in the inversion model.

At 0.1 and 1 s (Fig. 3) the calculated and observed phase-tensor

ellipses are in a good agreement as can be seen in the corresponding

misfit tensor plots. At 1 s, the orientations of the misfit ellipses

appear random and are smaller than the corresponding misfit ellipses

for the forward model. Thus, the inverse modelling has done a better

job of fitting the orientation of the phase-tensor ellipses at this period.

In Fig. 4, we show the misfit tensor maps for different iterations at

three selected periods. These maps show the progress of the inver-

sion, with the misfit ellipses providing a visualization of the signal

used to ‘drive’ the inversion. This is most clearly seen at 3-s period

where, for the initial model, the misfit ellipses are large and oriented

perpendicular to the strong resistivity gradient at depth associated

with the SE rift margin. As the inversion proceeds, the phase-tensor

residuals become small. After iteration 4, (rms 5.98) improvement

in the phase fit is barely visible, although the overall rms, which in-

cludes the amplitude or apparent resistivity data, decreases to 5.77.

R E S U LT S A N D D I S C U S S I O N

Figs 5–7 show a comparison of the forward and inverse models. The

distribution of resistivities is similar. At shallow depth (15–200 m)

the geothermal field is characterized by low resistivities (1–5 �m)

in the inverse model, in a good agreement with the Schlumberger

resistivity data. Outside the geothermal system the top 500 m of

young volcanics are resistive (300 �m), but become more conduc-

tive (30–10 �m) below about 600 m. Inside the geothermal system,

beneath the shallow low-resistivity zone near the surface, resistivity

in both models increases to ∼30 �m at ∼300 m depth then decreases

again to <10 �m at ∼500 m depth. The resistivity then increases

to values >100 �m at depths greater than 1200 m.

One of the major differences between the models is the resistivity

of the conductive volcanics, shown most clearly in the 800-m-depth

slice (Figs. 5b and f). In the forward model, a SW–NE band of

conductive volcanics (8 �m) seen in the 800-m-depth slice was in-

cluded on geological grounds. The inversion model suggests that the

resistivity of this material at the margins of the geothermal system

is significantly lower (1–8 �m). This can be seen in the 3-D cutaway

picture of the conductivity structure in Fig. 7. In the forward model

the greater conductance at the margins of the geothermal field is

modelled as a thicker layer of 8 �m.

In both the forward and inverse models a narrow resistive feature

along the western side of the geothermal system about 800 m deep

(Figs. 5b and f) is necessary to produce the elongated phase-tensor

ellipses that occur in the area above the resistor at periods between

about 0.1 (Fig. 3b) and 0.5 s.

An unexpected feature of the forward modelling was the high

resistivity needed to model the decrease in phase seen in the central

part of the geothermal field (Fig. 5c). Hypothesis testing indicated

that a resistive zone (>300 �m) of limited extent between 900-

and 2400-m depth was necessary to reproduce the low �min values

observed between 0.1 and 1 s period. However, since the phase

reflects only the resistivity contrast, if the resistivity value of the

overlying conductive material is lower, the resistivity of this body

will also be lower as the inversion model suggests.

Changes in resistivity in a convective geothermal system like

Rotokawa will be the result of the interplay of temperature, fluid

chemistry and porosity, all of which play a large role in determining

the nature of the alteration products (clays) and thus the resistivity

inside and at the margins of the geothermal system. Fig. 6 shows an

N–S temperature profile of the geothermal system overlying resis-

tivity sections of forward and inverse model.

At shallow levels (<500 m), the high conductivity that occurs

in the TVZ’s geothermal systems is usually attributed to the pres-

ence of conductive hydrothermal alteration products, (clays). The

alteration products form a conductive cap above a more resistive,

higher temperature reservoir (Björnsson et al. 1986; Pellerin et al.

1996; Ussher et al. 2000). In particular, between 70 ◦C and 200 ◦C

hydrothermal alteration produces smectites that have a very high

cation exchange potential, which reduces the resistivity markedly.

Also, at shallow levels, geothermal fluids are often acidic due to

the presence of HCO3- or SO4-rich waters. At Rotokawa, a 300-

m-thick high conductivity layer near the surface corresponds with

high-porosity lacustrine and volcaniclastic sediments that contain

acidic ground waters, consistent with the low resistivity modelled.

The increase in resistivity to ∼30 �m seen in the models between

300 m and 500 m depth (Figs 6 and 7) may be related to an in-

flow of cooler and near-neutral ground waters (known from drill

holes) in the northern part of the geothermal system. The compli-

cated temperature distribution in the southern part of the geothermal

system (Fig. 6) may be partly caused by the shallow reinjection of

wastewater in this area. If so, then alteration products and resistivity

may not reflect the present temperature distribution but rather the

temperature/alteration pattern prior to reinjection.

As temperatures increase to ∼200 ◦C with increasing depth, this

material becomes more conductive again as the amount of smectite
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Figure 4. Tensor misfit ellipses for the observed and calculated phase tensors of the inversion for four iterations at three different periods. Iteration 0 shows

the misfit of a homogenous half space of 100 �m. Note the systematic direction of the misfit ellipses for iteration 0 at 3 s reflecting difference between the

initial model (a uniform half-space) and the quasi-2-D regional conductivity structure of the TVZ.
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Figure 5. Resistivity maps 3-D models at four different depths. Dots show MT sites used for the modelling; (a–d) forward model, (e–h) inverse model (6th

iteration). The dashed black lines in f and g mark the resistive bodies of the forward model at 800 m and 1600 m depth. The yellow dotted line in (a) marks the

location of the resistivity section of Fig. 6. The white dotted lines indicate the edge of the 3-D cut away shown in Fig. 7.

increases. On the flanks of the geothermal system, where tempera-

tures will be lower and fluids are less saline and acidic than at similar

levels within the geothermal system, the smectite stability zone and

corresponding conductive zone will extend deeper, as suggested by

the inversion model (Fig. 7b).

At a depth of ∼1200 m, where temperatures exceed 250 ◦C in the

centre of the geothermal field, the resistivity starts to increase. At

these higher temperatures, alteration products are less-conductive

illitic and chloritic clay minerals. Porosity also decreases, due to

compaction of volcaniclastic sediments and because the sediments

give way to low-porosity andesitic lava at deeper levels. The resis-

tivity however also depends on the alteration history, e.g. the dis-

crepancy between the 250 ◦C isotherm and the resistive body (Fig.

6b) in the southern part of the section could be caused by changes

of the temperature distribution with time.

The hottest part of the geothermal system (known from drilling)

correlates with the high-resistivity zone within the volcaniclastic

material in the centre of the models (Figs 5–7); in broad agreement

with resistivity structure expected from the temperature dependence

of the hydrothermal alteration products.

The NW dipping resistive basement first appears in both mod-

els at about 1600-m depth. At 2400-m depth, the inverse model

has lower basement resistivities (∼300 �m) than the forward

model (500–1000 �m). Although poorly resolved, the resistivity
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Figure 6. Resistivity section through the centre of the geothermal system (a) forward model; (b) inverse model. Isotherms, interpolated from wells measurements,

show the temperature distribution inside the geothermal system. The complicated temperature structure of the near surface may partly reflect the reinjection

of wastewater in the top 500 m. In the northern part the low temperatures (<100 ◦C) at ∼500 m depth can be explained by an inflow of cold water from the

resistive rhyolite dome north of the geothermal system. At depth the higher resistivity corresponds to temperatures >250 ◦C.

Figure 7. 3-D perspective views of forward (a) and inverse (b) modelling results. Earthquake locations are shown as black dots in the partial transparent

conductivity model. Nearly all of the earthquake hypocentres lie within the bounds of the deep resistive body (given location uncertainties of ca.200 m).

beneath the central part of the geothermal field in the inverse

model appears to be more resistive than the adjacent basement

rocks that have low resistivities (∼30 �m in Fig. 5). Heise

et al. (2007) found that resistivity values of the basement in a band

along the SE margin of the TVZ are low, but not as low as sug-

gested by the inversion model. Unfortunately, the coverage of mea-

surements around the geothermal system makes the significance

of this structure uncertain. Further development of the inversion

code to include induction vector data may also help resolve this

feature.
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C O N C L U S I O N S

The deep high-temperature parts of a geothermal system are the

ultimate target of geothermal drilling for electric power production.

Generally, the reservoir is marked by higher resistivity beneath a cap

of highly conductive material produced by hydrothermal alteration

of the host rock and a core of higher resistivity material marking

the highest temperature part of the geothermal system. Both the

forward and inverse modelling of MT data from Rotokawa support

this interpretation of the conductivity structure within the rhyolitic

volcanics.

The similarity of the forward model with the inverse model gives

confidence in the results of the 3-D inversion in regions where the

measurement density is high. However, even with the large num-

ber of stations available at Rotokawa, the conductivity structure

of the deeper parts (>2.5 km) of the geothermal system remains

poorly resolved. Further measurement in the region surrounding the

geothermal field would help increase the resolution of the structure at

depth.

The most interesting feature of the modelling is the high-

resistivity body in the central part of the geothermal field. This

feature correlates spatially with the zone of highest temperature and

extends into the andesite and basement greywacke at deeper lev-

els. Hypocentres of micro-earthquakes (M L − 0.4 to 1.7) induced

by re-injection of waste fluid recorded over two months by a 10-

station surface seismometer array are shown in Fig. 7(b). Location

errors in the hypocentres are small, ∼200 m. As can be seen in

Fig. 7(b) the earthquakes occur within the zone where the high-

temperature hydrothermal alteration minerals are resistive. Since

the permeability at deeper levels in the greywacke and andesite is

expected to be fracture dominated, the correlation of the high re-

sistivity and seismicity suggests that the MT data are imaging the

resistivity signature associated with zones of fracture permeability

that are feeding high-temperature fluid into the geothermal system

from below.

One of the important lessons of our work at Rotokawa is that con-

ventional methods of MT analysis have limited applicability when

the situation is strongly 3-D. We believe the coordinate invariant

approach we have followed for the forward modelling and the use

of phase-tensor ellipses to visualize both the model results and the

misfits is an example of how the problem of 3-D MT modelling

of complicated 3-D resistivity structures can be approached. The

consistency of the forward and inverse models, and their geological

plausibility, suggests that our approach has been successful in this

case.
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